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This guide 
is primarily focused on

physical and mental
health, but if you have any
concerns about academic
or financial welfare, do get
in touch and we will direct

you as best we can.
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Hi guys! We're the DCBC social secs for 2020-21. If you managed to make it to the Boat
House this term, you might have seen Merryn smashing it in the weights room or
Caitlin attempting to re-learn how to erg. 

With the continuing pandemic, DCBC's social side has been very different this year.
Whilst big events are off the table, we've decided to put a renewed focus on the
welfare of our members, whether it's physical, mental, or otherwise. The combination
of intense study hours and group sport can be difficult to balance, but we hope this
guide might provide some helpful advice on how to get the most out of college rowing.

Where possible, we have provided sources for information and advice given in the
guide - but please note that, whilst we are here for any informal help, we are not
formally trained in welfare guidance. We will do our best to provide pastoral care for
the club and provide resources for professional help. 

Within the college, you can reach out to the
nurses, your tutor, or the senior tutor for
pastoral care. Available throughout the
university is the University Counselling Service,
who have qualified staff who are specialized in
therapy, CBT, mental health, and sexual assault
and harrassment. You can self-refer or be
referred by the college nurse or tutor.

Also available is the Disability Resource Centre,
who give support to students with disabilities
and special learning difficulties (SpLD). They can
provide information and guidance on sensory
impairments, mental health conditions,
Asperger syndrome, autism, and epilepsy,
amongst others. 

Meet the Social Secs!Meet the Social Secs!

MerrynCaitlin
3rd year Engling 3rd year Geographer



1)     Avoiding Injury
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5)     Sleep and Recovery
6)     That time of the Month

Looking after
 your body

This section includes:

With thanks to DCBC members
for their fantastic insights!



‘Warming up’ is probably a phrase that you are

very familiar with - even from PE at school. A

warm-up is essential to avoid injury and prepare

for better performance, and warming-up

correctly should become habit. It's a simple way

to reduce your risk of injury and to get the best

performance out of your session. All sessions

should start with a warm up (with the possible

exception of low intensity sessions such as a UT2

erg). When possible always turn up on time for a

group warm up. In COVID times this may not be

possible, so you may have to take responsibility

for your own warm up activity. Here we hope to

give a rough guide for good practice in

completing your own warm-up.

‘RAMP' warm ups
RAMP is an acronym designed to represent best

practice for completing warm ups in sport. A

simple jog is now thought to be relatively

ineffective way to warm up, and higher benefit

can be gained from more dynamic movements.

Read more here:

https://www.scienceforsport.com/warm-ups/ 

The RAMP method includes:
1.  Raising heart rate, blood flow, body

temperature and respiration

The simplest way to complete the 'raise' section of

a warm up is with sprints, skips, and jumps - include

changes of direction for extra effort! On an erg

this could be completed using a rate-stepped

warm up. 

Here are some videos with suggestions for raising

in a warmup:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtmlayhEcNo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzrpvmHDKlg 

2.  Activation and Mobilisation of joints and

muscle groups

This does not simply mean stretching!

Activation refers to the priming of the main

muscle groups that will be used in the activity. For

rowing this could be through squats and lunges for

the legs, and leg raises or holds for the core. The

idea is to engage the muscles to prepare them for

performance during the session.

Mobilisation refers to the joints. As rowing is an

unusual movement for the body, mobilising the

joints is essential for avoiding injury. To try to

remember all the key joints, work up the body from

the ankles to the neck. Our suggestions are: ankle

circles, leg swings, open and closed gates,

hip circles, arm circles (forward and back), neck

circles, and wrist circles.

Here are some ideas of dynamic activation

movements that you could use :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0xtYX1Nf5c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ximZfmqh2hI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Pz_NXxhQCJc
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3. Potentiation of performance

This section is designed to transition into the

main workout, and the recommendation is that

the athlete perform a short burst at the maximum

intensity expected during the training session to

complete their warm-up. 

On an erg this could be performed by high rate

bursts - for example, up to a minute at stroke

rates above 30. For other training sessions, you

could try short sprint accelerations at maximum

speeds, or series of jumps at maximum effort.

After you have completed a training session, you

should always stretch out. Again, in normal

circumstances completing this as a crew is great,

however at the moment you may have to take

responsibility for your own stretches.

When completing your own stretches, try to work

your way through the main muscle groups of the

body, so that you don’t miss any! Start with ankles,

calves, hamstrung and quads, before focusing on

the upper-body. Yoga flows made specifically for

stretching can also be beneficial. There are many

resources on YouTube for this. You might find the

following links useful: 

https://www.youtube.com/watchv=GLy2rYHwUqY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_tea8ZNk5A

Stretching also benefits flexibility which has will

improve your rowing form and muscle strength too!

If you're keen to get more stretchy, try yoga or

simply just incorporate stretching into your daily

routine. However, be careful not to stretch whilst

you are cold, as this might cause more harm than

good. If you are looking to improve your flexibility,

don't push too far and risk pulling your muscles. Try

to control your movements, and do not ‘bounce’ to

try to reach further. Like all gains in sport, regular

practice at small increases in intensity is the best

way to ensure meaningful improvements.

Conditioning is not only important for improving

performance, but is also useful for reducing the

risks of injury whilst rowing. Rowing places the

body under stresses that it would not normally

undergo. Improving core strength in conditioning

workouts helps support this extra tension and

combats additional strain during rowing and

erging.

Bottom line is: don’t miss circuits, kids!  It's much

easier to motivate yourself in a group for circuit

training, but if that's not possible, it's totally

feasible to complete a circuit workout in your

room. If you're stuck for inspiration, there are so

many variations on bodyweight circuits online: for

example:

https://www.nerdfitness.com/blog/the-42-

best-bodyweight-exercises-the-ultimate-guide-

for-working-out-anywhere/

https://greatist.com/fitness/50-bodyweight-

exercises-you-can-do-anywhere

Rest and recovery time may not be measured in

erg books or circuit attendance, but is just as

important as the former in ensuring your success

and happiness as a rower. In a hectic Cambridge

schedule it can seem hard to fit everything in, but

do not underestimate the productivity of simply

taking a break!

At DCBC you can get involved at many

commitment levels, and with the increased level

of training that is expected for higher boats,

there is also the increased need for adequate

recovery time in your schedule. For many rowers

this mainly revolves around eating enough carbs

and getting enough sleep (see these sections of

this handbook!). 

  2. Stretching

  3. Conditioning

4. Rest and Recovery

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLy2rYHwUqY&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_tea8ZNk5A
https://www.nerdfitness.com/blog/the-42-best-bodyweight-exercises-the-ultimate-guide-for-working-out-anywhere/
https://greatist.com/fitness/50-bodyweight-exercises-you-can-do-anywhere


Other things to consider are giving yourself a

mental break too. For many of us, rowing is a

physical break from workload, but it can bring its

own emotional baggage too! Tension and stress

can increase fatigue and lead to burnout so try

to find times for activities that you find relaxing -

cooking a nice meal, watching tv or just reading

some trashy romantic fiction. 

Incorporating all of these things into your lifestyle

is undoubtedly a commitment. You need to be

well organised and plan your time in advance.

However it will definitely be worth it!!

5. Being in tune with your
body

No one is the same and everyone has different

strengths, abilities and thresholds. Learning

where your own lie is important so that you can

train effectively.

Rowing, erging, and other training should be

uncomfortable, and pushing your limits is how you

will improve. However, if something is abnormally

painful, stop. Pushing on through injury is  likely to

increase your recovery time, and means that the

training is less effective. If you have any niggling

concerns over injury, create a dialogue with your

coach or squad captain so they can advise you

on rehabilitation and recovery. 

Acknowledging these boundaries is crucial to not

pushing your body towards injury. Respect this

from your body, and also respect the limits of

others.

There is some advice in the 'Aches and fatigue'

section below, as well as from some members of

DCBC on how to understand and monitor

symptoms of over-excursion and DOMS. The

more you get used to training at the level

expected for your crew or the level that you have

chosen to compete, the more you can begin to

understand how your body responds to different

types of exercise and sport. 

"Don't go on the
water or start
land training

cold - BAD idea"

This one sounds a little obscure, but learning how

far you can push your body and how to look after

it is really important for preventing injury. 



Over-Training

Overtraining is defined as training beyond the

ability of the body to recover. It increases the

physical and mental stress on a person beyond

which their body can handle, and can lead to

deteriorating physical and mental health and

increase risk of injury. 

Overtraining can be caused by inadequate

recovery from high intensity training, from training

for long durations, or by routinely under-fuelling

the activity. The thresholds of each of these

depends on the individual.

What is Overtraining?

Decrease in performance     

Increased perceived exertion or heart rate

during activity   

Elevated resting heart rate   

Excessive fatigue  

Overuse injury  

Loss of appetite (leading to a calorie-

deficiency that can exacerbate the effects

of overtraining)  

Weight loss

Mood swings and agitation

Insomnia  

Mental stress or depression

·               Symptoms of overtraining 

Overtraining at DCBC
Different people will have different thresholds for

training, so each person will experience

symptoms of overtraining at different levels of

activity intensity. Rapidly increasing the intensity                

of the training you complete increases

the risk of overtraining.

If you have not exercised much before joining

DCBC and have abruptly started the training

programme of a first boat rower, you may be at

risk of overtraining even though others are not. 

It is essential that you take time to understand

the capabilities and demands of your own body -

how much fuel and rest it needs, and also

recognising when things feel wrong. Increasing

the intensity of your training over time is much

safer and more beneficial for your long term

fitness and performance.  If you want to increase

your training above what the club recommends

for your crew, look to the resources provided in

areas of this handbook, or talk to more

experienced rowers and club captains to ensure

that you train effectively and sustainably.

"I got used to the
training load gradually"
If you feel that you are facing pressure to over-

train within compulsory training schedules at

DCBC, please reach out to your welfare

representatives. We hope to be able to offer

advice beyond that given here, and to have

conversations with you and squad captains when

appropriate. The goal of DCBC is to ensure that

as many people as possible can enjoy our sport

and our facilities, and to be inclusive to all at all

levels.  Ensuring that you do not experience

overtraining does not necessarily mean you have

to train less - it is vital to ensure recovery,

refuelling, and a healthy relationship with your

training. We hope that resources in this handbook

such as those on nutrition and sleep  can be of

use to ensure that this is the case throughout

your time at DCBC.
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Recovery 

If addressed early, then the impacts of

overtraining can be reversed relatively easily.

Recovering from overtraining necessitates

breaking the cycle of activity intensity that has

led to the condition. Ensuring rest, relaxation and

adequate nutrition are key. 

Do you already feel like you are physically

suffering more severely from overuse or

overtraining? Please reach out to medical

professionals such as the college nurse or physio.

Do you feel your mental wellbeing is

deteriorating due to pressure to train? Please

reach out to the club welfare representatives or

a club member you trust, and seek advice from

the sections in the handbook that address mental

health in sport.

https://www.acefitness.org/education-and-

resources/lifestyle/blog/6466/overtraining-9-signs-

of-overtraining-to-look-out-for/

https://theconversation.com/overtraining-syndrome-

what-it-is-and-how-to-avoid-it-145508

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVSxk0jHoVU

(Symptoms of overtraining)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WTvBqiWtGI

(Overcoming overtraining)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLqq_dJB0iM

(How to avoid overtraining)
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"All the seniors
admire and want
to encourage the

novices - to
ensure that they

are having a good
time in the boat

club" 

https://www.acefitness.org/education-and-resources/lifestyle/blog/6466/overtraining-9-signs-of-overtraining-to-look-out-for/
https://theconversation.com/overtraining-syndrome-what-it-is-and-how-to-avoid-it-145508
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVSxk0jHoVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WTvBqiWtGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLqq_dJB0iM


First Aid and Self Care

First aid at the Boathouse
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The first thing to say here is that if you are

seriously injured this is not the place to be! Get in

contact with the relevant medical professional -

a good place to start to discuss sports injury is

talking to the college nurse, and she can guide

you in the right direction. 

The following advice will be for small, surface

injuries!

There are first aid boxes situated in the club

room, on the wall by the kitchenette; and in the

boat bays, by the door to Ian's workshop.

These boxes will contain basic first aid provisions

such as plasters, bandages, gauze, scissors,

gloves, and cleaning supplies. Members can use

these resources if they need them - however,

please contact the boatman or the porters

immediately if the injury is worse than just a

graze, or if you are unsure of how to treat your

injury. 

in case of emergency, details such as the

address of the boathouse and directions for the

emergency services can be found next to the first

aid kits, or next to the fire alarm box in the

weights gym.

Ideally, resources from the first aid boxes should

not be used to manage blister injuries from

rowing, and you are encouraged to bring your

own resources for this purpose (see below).  

If you use supplies from the first aid kits or notice

that something is missing, please inform the

captains or secretary immediately so that they

can replace these items.

In regard to treating small injuries such as

scrapes or grazes (which can easily be picked up

by scraping riggers, for example) is that you

make sure that they are clean before covering

them. The River Cam is notorious for being full of

germs (no, I'm not a scientist) that can cause

infection. If you have water outings before the

skin has healed, you should also try to keep the

wound covered for this reason. 

"Talk to your
Captain! 
(I'm really nice I
promise xx)"
Immy 
(Womens Cpt 2020/21)



Blisters
Blisters are some of the most common, recurring

and painful injuries rowers may experience.

Caused by the friction and pressure of rowing on

the hands, blisters are particularly bad for

novices before their calluses form and the skin

becomes thickened and more resistant on the

hands. Some of the main causes of blisters

include: gripping too tightly - AKA over gripping;

incorrectly holding the oar; poor rowing form;

and can also be made worse in un-sat boats.

Even if you had perfect technique, blisters may

still form until the skin on your hands and fingers

is thicker.

Some senior rowers still experience persistent

blisters, particularly when returning after breaks. 

It is possible to continue rowing with blisters on

your hands, as long as they are cared for and

dressed properly. However, in severe cases or

where there is an infection it would be best to let

your hands recover before getting back on an

erg or in a boat. This can take up to a week.

Don’t tape too tightly. This can restrict

movement, hinder your grip and encourage

blisters to form on the areas that you have

not taped instead

Do not just stick the tape over the area, wrap

it around your hand or your fingers in a

continuous strip        

Use a lot of tape and overlap the tape a lot

so that it largely adheres to itself rather than

your skin        

Try to keep the tape dry once you

How to dress blisters before an outing 

Every rower will have their own tested ways of

dressing blisters, commonly called ‘taping’. It

takes practice to know how to tape effectively

and in a way that works for you.

‘Tape’ is a vague term, and it means different

products to different people. The key to a good

tape is for it to have some level of flexibility but

also to be highly adhesive and sweatproof. Some

common tapes used at the boat club are linked

below: 

Hypafix Adhesive Dressing - Amazon

Zinc Oxide tape - Amazon

If your blister is open or very sore, putting tape

directly on top of it may make it worse, so some

rowers put a small plaster under the tape before

wrapping tape over it to cover it. Do not use just

a plaster because they tend to not be sticky

enough and end up creating more friction and

making the situation worse. If you are new to

using tape it is probably best to ask for help from

a more experienced rower - if tape is not applied

properly it can make the injury worse. 

Some key things to consider when applying

tape would be:

have applied it!
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Keep them clean and covered. As soon as

you return after an outing clean the area, as

there can be a lot of infections present in the

river water. Wear plasters in your day to day

activities.      

Use Savlon or other antiseptic cream,

especially overnight in liberal amounts as this

will prevent infection and can help to speed

up the healing process. This is especially

important if the blisters are open.    

Try not to pick at them or pop them as this

can increase the risk of infection.

 How to look after your blisters:         

"It's sometimes a
struggle, but the
passion gets you

through"

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hypafix-71443-Self-Adhesive-Tape/dp/B003L7ZPI6/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=hyperfix+tape&qid=1601479253&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Tiger-Oxide-Strapping-2-5cm-13-7m/dp/B0187MW9ZQ/ref=sr_1_11?crid=A3ZFP9WLL6HZ&dchild=1&keywords=zinc+oxide+tape+for+blisters&qid=1601479296&sprefix=zinc+oxiide+tape%2Caps%2C159&sr=8-11


Preventive taping

Preventative taping is based on the idea that if

you wear tape you can stop blisters forming. On

the whole, this would not be recommended.  If

you are a novice, then as painful as getting

blisters would be, the sooner that you can

develop thicker skin and calluses on your hands

the better. Additionally, taping incorrectly may

encourage more blisters to form and will be a

waste of tape. 

Seniors may consider taping after a break to re-

establish their callouses, but this is usually a short

term fix. Some rowers do just prefer rowing with

tape on their fingers, but this is not encouraged.

The majority of the senior squads will not wear

tape most of the time and will also suffer less

from blisters as their skin has hardened.

One of the times where you may hear people

taking about preventative taping more regularly

is on training camp. These training weeks include

high distances on the water on consecutive days,

so to get the most out of training camp some

rowers may tape for this week. This is not strictly

necessary, and is mostly down to personal

preference.

DCBC's  Advice on Blisters
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Aches and Fatigue
What Causes aches, pain and Muscle Fatigue

It is very common to feel aches and pains after

exercising, especially if you are new to the sport

or have increased the intensity of your training

routine. It can also be made worse by not

warming up or cooling down effectively (see

sections above).  What you are feeling may be

microscopic tissue damage in your muscles from

over-exertion, called Delayed Onset Muscle

Soreness (DOMS). This is sometimes confused with

lactic acid build-up, which in fact only creates

soreness during the activity itself.

Avoiding and Relieving DOMS

Ideally, you would want avoid suffering from these

aches and pains. This would include completing a

thorough warm-up, and training at an appropriate

level for your ability (discussed in more detail in

'avoiding injury' and 'overtraining').  

However, if you do find yourself suffering from

aches and pains in the days after training, there

are some things you can do to reduce this.

Firstly, resting is important because the muscle

can take up to 3 days to repair itself, so try not to

do any intense activity in these days. The body

repairs faster whilst you are sleeping so it's

important to get a good night's rest to speed up

your recovery too. 

Some specific movements can help, such as low-

intensity bike rides, UT2s or swimming.  Although

not all sports physios agree, some find foam

rolling and massages effective too. 

As always, fuelling your body adequately is

essential for it to repair and recover. If you have

completed a high-intensity workout in particular,

make sure you pack in the protein in the following

meals to help your body look after itself. 

"If the skin is still on, try to keep
it on to protect!!"

"Air them after outings and don't
just keep the tape on"

"Embrace them—your hands
should form callouses eventually,
which will prevent further
blistering"

"Thoroughly dry and then coat
the area in copious amounts of

Savlon."



Training through DOMS?

As mentioned above, some forms of less intense or

low-impact activity can actually aid recovery from

aches and pains after sport. However, what does

this mean in terms of training schedules? 

Firstly, it is important to recognize which stiffness

and aches are due to overactivity, such as DOMS,

and what are potentially more serious injuries such

as strains, tears or sprains etc. You must talk these

injuries through with your captain or coach and

seek proper medical advice. Do not just ignore it! 

If you are confident that the pain in your legs is

from squatting that little bit too much a little bit

too cold yesterday, then continuing with your

training program for crew is possible. Ensure that

you warm up extra-well, and don't push too hard.

Aches, pains and fatigue will mean that your

performance levels will drop, so don't be too harsh

on yourself! Try to avoid very intense training - for

example, rearrange your weights sessions (after

consulting with your captain) to give time for

recovery. 

Mental Fatigue

Rowing can be a monotonous sport. There will be

times in every rower's training when they would

question their own enjoyment of the sport as well

as their motivation to continue. The fact that

rowing comes with incredible commitment

requirements,  as well as miserable damp

mornings and brutal erg tests can be tough to

work through at times. 

There is no shame in this, and it doesn't make you

a bad rower. Reach out to the crew members that

you are close to, discuss these experiences, and

gain encouragement. Rowing is a team sport and

all your crew are in it together - they are likely to

be able to empathize with your emotions.  The

second half of this document has some resources

on staying motivated or for seeking help and

advice - whichever you think you may benefit from.

Reach out to your captains or welfare reps to look

for other practical solutions; e.g. taking a few

days rest to reset can be greatly beneficial as

mental fatigue is often linked to physical fatigue

too. 

Advice from Seniors on
Aches and Fatigue

"If you suspect it's more than usual
pain, get it checked out! You don't
want to aggravate what's already

there - been there done that."

"Doing lots of training means you
won't start every session feeling your
freshest, but you can still make good
gains, and everyone is in the same
boat (haha)"     

"For back pain, heat patches are really
good, as well as a nice hot shower and
as much massage as you can stand to

help loosen the muscles up again."

"Get moving, even if just an easy
recovery walk."

"Try ibuprofen gel for pain relief, or
heat patches."

"Cold baths/showers are great for
aching muscles"    
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Nutrition
There are many stereotypes about rowers that

are banded around Cambridge. One that is

probably the most accurate is that we eat a lot -

and with good reason! Rowing is a very high

energy sport and it uses a lot of muscle groups.

On top of this, outings can be long and cold,

adding to the calories burnt in a session. A lot of

rowers aim to increase their muscle mass through

their training, so look to consume a calorie

excess to fuel this. 

Of course, it is not just the quantity of the food

that is important, but also the macro composition

and on a student budget too it all gets a little

more complicated. Food and nutrition is a hot

topic around the boathouse - from how many

eggs you can eat in a day, to protein drinks, to

pasta (oh so much pasta) - getting the energy

you need as a student athlete can be tough. 

A quick disclaimer before you read this section:

we've gathered this information as a guide to

help you make informed decisions about your

diet. There is no one formula for correct nutrition

and different people will have different calorific

needs simply due to differences in their

metabolism. We hope to create a helpful and

healthy dialogue surrounding food and nutrition

at the club, so that members feel empowered to

make choices that will benefit their wellbeing

and performance xx

BMR
The starting point for achieving good fuelling and

nutrition is understanding the basics of your

metabolism. In order to maintain weight, you

must consume as many calories as you burn. 

The basal metabolic rate (BMR) refers to the

amount of calories that your body would need at

rest in a day. BMR is related to your gender,

height and weight and can be roughly estimated

from a calculator such as this :

BMR Calculator

As with all calculations based on body statistics,

this calculation should be taken as a guide more

than as an undisputed fact. For example, the

higher percentage of muscle mass you have, the

higher your BMR will be - yet this is not often

considered in a BMR calculation. Increasing

exercise increases the calories that you burn in a

day, so you need to eat more to ensure that you

do not lose weight. The tracking section below

gives more information on how to calculate how

much you burn during the training sessions you

complete.

Tracking 
In terms of tracking, there are two main strands

to focus on - tracking your activity and tracking

your energy intake and weight, both of which

have many apps to choose from. Once you get

an idea of your habits in both of these categories

and are more confident in your knowledge of

nutrition, it may be a good idea to track these

less intently and focus instead on ensuring a

balanced lifestyle. There is absolutely no need to

know the exact amount of calories you have

consumed or burnt in a day - the aim is to feel

confident that you are giving your body the

energy it needs, and that you can perform at your

best both in sport and academia. 

https://www.self.com/story/counting-

calories-not-necessary-weight-loss
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https://www.calculator.net/bmr-calculator.html%20ctype=metric&cage=20&csex=f&cheightfeet=5&cheightinch=10&cpound=160&cheightmeter=158&ckg=64&cmop=0&coutunit=c&cformula=m&cfatpct=20&x=64&y=6
https://www.self.com/story/counting-%20calories-not-necessary-weight-loss
https://www.self.com/story/counting-%20calories-not-necessary-weight-loss


Like with calculating the BMR,  accurately

calculating the amount of energy expended in

exercise is out of reach without scientific

equipment. However, you can use easily

measurable proxies such as heart rate,

speed/distance and activity type to estimate

how much energy you have expended in a

session. 

For a rough estimate, the ergs have estimations

of calories burnt during your session. Many apps

that track distance and sport using GPS often

also estimate calories burnt. Using a heart rate

monitor is probably the easiest way to increase

the accuracy of tracking your energy

expenditure.

Having knowledge of how much energy you have

expended in your activity can be used as a guide

to ensure that you are consuming enough fuel for

the activities that you are partaking in. However,

looking at the calories burnt during your training

is much less useful than looking at changes in

your pace or heart rate to assess your

performance. 
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"I use RENPHO scales to measure weight
and many other metrics like muscle mass
and BMI - The app connects easily to the
scales and they are pretty cheap on
amazon."
    

      "Polar HR strap, so that I know I am
training in the proper HR zones to avoid

overtraining, exhaustion etc."

"Track activity using Strava woooooo
because I find it fun and it motivates me to
train in the holidays."

     "Strava has been big for motivation and
team spirit during COVID."

"I always use Strava- I like to see the
progress throughout the term of my
fitness, and the graphs/maps are pretty"

          "I don't normally track my food
intake, but I lost a lot of weight without

realising when I started W1 so I tracked it
for a while after that just to make sure I

didn't lose any more. "

"I used MyFitnessPal to track how much I
was eating but ignored the amount that
they told me to eat bcos it was ridiculously
small for someone on the #gaintrain."

"I used to track calories but I got into an
unhealthy habit with that, so now I eat a

bit more intuitively and try to look at food
as fuel."

Tracking intake is a hot topic within both sport

and wider society surrounding health and diet

culture. We feel that understanding more about

the fuel that your body needs to perform at the

levels of training expected within the club is

beneficial to performance, but it is not

recommended that you track the calories that

you consume. Always aim to eat a balanced diet,

and look out for significant changes in your body

that may indicate weight fluctuations. Remember

that, in sport, gaining weight is likely to be

indicative of increasing muscle mass and this is

something that should be celebrated and to

inspire increasingly good performances.

Tracking Activity

Tracking Consumption
and Weight

How  do DCBC Track?



How do DCBC eat?
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https://theconversation.com/what-do-

olympians-actually-eat-63555  

https://www.athleticsweekly.com/performan

ce/what-do-athletes-eat-104027/

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guid

e/eat-athlete-hub 

https://www.delish.com/food-

news/g4764/eat-like-an-olympian/

Eating the right thing is as important as eating

enough of anything. Generally, a standard

recommendation for macro intake would be 50%

carbohydrates, 30% protein and 20% fats. This is

of course a rough guide but sets the precedent

for how to balance your meals. 

If you are trying to bulk, many people look to

increase their protein intakes; however, if you are

completing more training it is also important to

increase your total calorie consumption –

probably by increasing the carbohydrates that

you eat. Many of the members of the boat club

have their own dietary requirements and choices,

and these need not be a barrier to participation

and performance. Trying to get to know the

nutritional  value of items that you enjoy can be a

great start to understanding more about what

you eat. Getting to know how to structure your

diet with key foods and recipes you are already

familiar with can make planning your daily diet

easier and the changes you make around this can

be more sustainable. 

These links below offer some suggestions of good

food items or meals that can satisfy the energy

needs of sportspeople: 

What to Eat 

"Absolutely miss consuming huge amounts of

food. I am lucky that I was able to channel my

expenditure in second year mainly to food as I

had a very cheap room.

Pre outing - 2 ripe bananas ATBH. If OTL then I

bring a protein snack bar with me.

Post outing - breakfast slops. 2 fried eggs, lots of

scrambled eggs, potatoes, tomatoes, 2 or 3

veggie sausages, cheese, latte, the DREAM.

Morning snack - brie and cranberry toastie at the

Butterfield

12.45 lunchtime slops - normally a huge plate of

rice, dahl/beany mix, green beans, and a nice

vegan sausage roll on top. I liked to keep my

lunches relatively clean so that my stomach could

process my food before evening land training.

Afternoon snack - unless I was ravenous then I

wouldn't eat much before evening training

because I liked to have a relatively empty

stomach for weights etc. Would probably do a

banana. If ravenous then maybe PB sandwich

with banana.

NB; Lots of water generally is being consumed

throughout the day. Upwards of 4L, I have always

drunk a lot of water, ask Mum.

Post land training - group cooking!! Got together

in our syndicate and all cooked one day a week.

Easy and sociable way to pack in the calories.

Would often eat the equivalent of 4 nanna

mexes.

Then bedtime tea! Sainsbury's own brand.

I would have liked to improve my diet by adding

in protein shakes/protein squash just to aid the

gains. Recommend the MyProtein clear whey one

- Orange and Mango is good"

https://theconversation.com/what-do-olympians-actually-eat-63555
https://theconversation.com/what-do-olympians-actually-eat-63555
https://athleticsweekly.com/performance/what-do-athletes-eat-104027/
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/eat-athlete-hub
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/eat-athlete-hub
https://www.delish.com/food-news/g4764/eat-like-an-olympian/


"I eat as much as I can physically fit in without

throwing up or completely neglecting my degree

from spending all my time eating. Usually a small-

ish breakfast pre-outing (bowl of cereal or 2

slices of toast), bigger breakfast when I get back

(eggs/beans on toast, full fry up, slops if I'm short

of time and have to run to a 9AM - although who

has to do this anymore). Nice big hot lunch (main

meal proportions) so I have energy to do land

training before dinner, and a small snack (bagel,

malt loaf) about an hour before land training if

I'm not stuck in the lab. After land training, as

much dinner as my poor housemates who cook

for me will allow (we do group cooking I'm not a

freeloader I promise). I usually have a couple of

pieces of fruit through the day as well as

nuts/cereal bars/biscuits if I get hungry and

need a bigger snack. Basically I always have

something available that I can eat quickly

because hanger is real and it will come for you."

"I always forget to eat before an outing but

something small would be ideal - either a piece

of fruit or a small bowl of cereal, and then a

bigger breakfast when you get back. Leftovers

from yesterday's dinner are great for lunch, or

there's always beans on toast :))) Group cooking

is ideal for big dinners (full of nutrients!) and

ensures you try something different each day. if

you have a household of 8 people then you can

probably cover most of the week too. I'm also a

HUGE snacker and would recommend it as a way

to keep energy up through the day. Make sure

you get your 5 a day in!"

"Morning - protein pancakes, bananas, fruit,

chocolate milk.

Lunch - pasta and veggie meatballs

Afternoon - Gregg's (not healthy, but I need my

Gregg's)

Evening - Jacket potatoes with salad, cheese

then beans, (in that order) on top"
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"In my first year of rowing I didn't really think

about food as fuel, and I do feel that my

performance was affected. In particular, I

basically knew I had to eat a lot, but made up

the quantity mainly in white bread.

Moving up to a first boat in my second year I

knew I had to change my diet. I  focused a lot

more on getting proteins in my diet. As a

vegetarian, this means eating a lot of eggs, all

types of beans (recently I have been obsessed

with butter beans - they go with anything),

chickpeas and vegetarian sausages. Now when I

snack I try to choose more slow-release energy

such as a bowl of cereal, a bowl of peas or

sweetcorn (get them frozen - it saves so much

money). These changes to a more varied diet

have given me more energy and I don't feel as

tired anymore. 

Whilst it is true that you do need to eat more

when doing more exercise, you need to do it in

the right way. And pay attention to your own

metabolism. I don't eat nearly as much as some

of my other crew members, but this is right for my

metabolism and allows me to gain the right kind

of weight (by which I mean biceps, of course).

"Porridge and fruit for first breakfast;

Cooked breakfast second breakfast;

Toast as snacks during day;

Sandwiches, salad and something else for lunch;

Something stodgy for dinner."



Rest and Sleep
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Sleep is one of the most important parts of a

successful recovery from training and therefore is

essential - both to ensure that you can train

effectively and ultimately perform at the best of

your ability. 

If you are tired, you lose physical and mental

performance, reaction time, and  decision making

abilities. In addition, you are more likely to

experience mood-swings and are more susceptible

to injury - as well as limiting the rate of recovery

from activities.  

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/ar

t.1790070404

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28044281/

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14

763141.2016.1217347

Most people will be aware of this importance

already, but we can all appreciate how this can be

very difficult to implement in your daily life, not to

mention the Cambridge degree, not to mention the

getting up before dawn to come to training...

Here, one of the most important interventions in

your sleep is to be strict with yourself and set a bed

time - ideally to keep to for the majority of the time,

especially if you are in one of the higher boats and

have several morning outings a week. For some

people (like myself) the later evening can be a very

productive time for me, and in this case, it may be

worth considering if it may be more time-efficient

to take naps from time to time too if you are going

to bed later. If this is something that you think may

help you get the most out of your days then again

you need to be disciplined with it. Set an alarm,

and commit to having a productive and structured

work day after you do wake up too. Perhaps go as

far to keep your nap times consistent. 

Downing's Sleep 
Schedule 

"In W1 Mich I almost never was awake
after 10.15pm, otherwise I would find it
almost impossible to avoid sleeping in
the day."

     "Be efficient in your days so you don't
have to work late"

"Honestly I usually go to bed as early as
possible...I'll be hitting the hay at like
9:30."

   "Try to keep consistent as much as
possible (social life permitting)."

"I nap in the early afternoon if I'm
knackered."

       "I work better in the evenings than
the mornings, so I have been known to

get back into bed after a morning outing
with an alarm set for 10.30am-ish."

     
"Try to keep your bedtime and waking
time fairly consistent, as, if they're
constantly changing, you're likely to feel
more tired than usual."

      "My sleep schedule last year, in first
year, was about 1am - 6am, with a nap

usually at about 1pm."

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/art.1790070404
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28044281/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14763141.2016.1217347


https://theconversation.com/menstruation-

is-not-a-taboo-in-womens-sport-period-

92378 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/wome

ns-life/11794088/Periods-in-sport-Half-of-

athletes-dont-perform-as-well-when-

menstruating.html 

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/shortc

uts/2015/jan/21/menstruation-last-great-

sporting-taboo 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/48243310

https://bjsm.bmj.com/content/54/18/1108

In recent years, there has finally begun to be a

discussion in professional sport regarding

women's performance and periods. Some of

these articles are very interesting reads! 

Aside from the politics surrounding women in

sport, there are of course also more practical

issues. Whilst I hope we are all beyond the

waving of a sanitary towel at the PE teacher,

being on your period during training is still not

something to look forward too. However, it should

definitely not be a barrier to participating in this

sport, and we hope that by facilitating a

discussion of our experiences we can break down

the stigma around taking part in and being

successful at the club, at all times of the month

xx
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Words from the Wimmin

"Tell the women's captain or
another committee member you are
comfortable talking to if you are
struggling - they will understand."

           "The first two days are pretty
bad for me, so if I have an AT

scheduled for one of these I try to
swap my training that week."

"It does sometimes affect my splits
a bit (especially UT2s), but as long
as I know I tried my hardest and
didn't slack off, I try not to beat
myself up about it."

   "I don't get along with tampons
especially when being active - wear

comfortable underwear too and
hopefully you won't feel as
awkward when exercising."

    
"Maybe follow up a workout with a
treat, whether it's a mug of hot
chocolate or maybe a bag of
sweets."

That time of the Month

https://theconversation.com/menstruation-is-not-a-taboo-in-womens-sport-period-92378
https://theconversation.com/menstruation-is-not-a-taboo-in-womens-sport-period-92378
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/11794088/Periods-in-sport-Half-of-athletes-dont-perform-as-well-when-menstruating.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/11794088/Periods-in-sport-Half-of-athletes-dont-perform-as-well-when-menstruating.html
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/shortcuts/2015/jan/21/menstruation-last-great-sporting-taboo
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/shortcuts/2015/jan/21/menstruation-last-great-sporting-taboo
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/48243310
https://bjsm.bmj.com/content/54/18/1108
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Looking after
 your mind

This section includes:
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As of September 2020, SMC has launched the Student Minds Healthier
Together Scheme, an anonymous online forum for people to discuss their
experiences in an open and non-judgemental format. The Scheme Coordinators
can also direct students to access appropriate support if needed. Information on
how to access the forum can be found here:
https://studentmindscambridge.wordpress.com/healthier-together-scheme/ 

Cambridge Mental HealthCambridge Mental HealthCambridge Mental Health

C H A R I T I E S  A N D  O R G A N I S A T I O N S

They also have specialist representatives for LGBTQ+, male, BME, international,
disabled, and intermitting students, as well as students on their year abroad. Not
only can you read about similar experiences on their blog, but there are also
opportunities to submit your own writing!

Rowing Together for Healthy Minds
RTHM was started by students at Imperial College London, in

memory of René Zamudio, who took his own life in January 2017.
René first learnt to row at Bristol University, before continuing both

his studies and training at Imperial.
The organisation aims to raise awareness of mental health within the rowing

community, so that anyone struggling like René can find the support they need.

RFHM sell base layers via RivalKit - 100% of their profits are donated to their
partner charity, Mind. 

https://rivalkit.com/pages/rthm @rthm_uk

Student Minds Cambridge
SMC is the is our local branch of Student Minds, the UK's
student mental health charity. They aspire to empower
students to look after their own mental health, support others,
and create change. 

StudentMindsBridge

@studentmindscambridge

@StudentMindsCam

studentmindscambridge@gmail.com

https://studentmindscambridge.wordpress.com/ 19

https://www.facebook.com/StudentMindsBridge/posts/today-on-world-suicide-prevention-day-student-minds-cambridge-is-officially-laun/1657323621096427/
https://www.facebook.com/StudentMindsBridge/posts/today-on-world-suicide-prevention-day-student-minds-cambridge-is-officially-laun/1657323621096427/
https://rivalkit.com/pages/rthm
https://www.facebook.com/StudentMindsBridge
https://www.instagram.com/studentmindscambridge/
https://twitter.com/StudentMindsCam
http://gmail.com/
https://studentmindscambridge.wordpress.com/


Mind CPSL is the branch of the UK charity which caters specifically
to Cambridgeshire, Peterborough and South Lincolnshire. Their
online homepage gives links not only for people who need help 

with their mental health, but also for people who want to help out in their community - a
new addition thanks to the Good Life Service launched September 2020.

They also have a free online support and wellbeing community, called Qwell: you can
join this anonymously to gain access to online chat-based counselling, peer support

forums, self-help resources and an online magazine.

Fancy a pick-me-up in a cosy café setting? Mind also host Good Mood Cafes, informal
'get togethers' at local caffs. Cambridge currently hosts these at the C3 Centre and The
EDGE Café, although it's probably best to check whether they are running beforehand

given the current climate. BUT do not despair! They are also running online, zoom-
based meetups every Thursday from 2pm-3pm. Make sure to visit the Mind CPSL

website if you'd like to sign up! There are also availabilities for Open Door calm spaces
and Virtual Peer Support Groups.

Need to talk to a mental health professional? Call Lifeline at 0808 808 2121 (mon-fri
11am-11pm; weekends 2pm-11pm)

Mind CPSL

https://www.cpslmind.org.uk/ CPSLMind@cpslmind

Quick Stops

In the case of a mental health crisis: call 111 and press option 2 for the First Response
Service. You must be registered with a GP in Cambridgeshire. If anyone's life is at risk,
call 999. Remain with the person until help arrives, remove any dangerous objects, and
inform the college via the plodge.

Samaritans phoneline: 01223 364455 or 116 123 (24 hours a day, every day)

The Firs House website lists a wealthy host of resouces, ranging from casual
help to crisis support : https://www.firshouse.com/info.aspx?p=14
The university webpage for mental health support provides information on what the
university can do to help, including the University Counselling Service:
https://www.studentwellbeing.admin.cam.ac.uk/support-particular-issues/mental-
health-support 
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https://www.cpslmind.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/CPSLMind/
https://twitter.com/cpslmind
https://www.firshouse.com/info.aspx?p=14
https://www.studentwellbeing.admin.cam.ac.uk/support-particular-issues/mental-health-support
https://www.studentwellbeing.admin.cam.ac.uk/support-particular-issues/mental-health-support


Unfortunately, my knee injury hit a few more obstacles: I saw the college nurse, the
college physio, my Cambridge GP, and each thought the symptoms weren't unusual for

exercise. I was finally able to book a private physio appointment (which the Tribe was
kind enough to pay for) and eventually was referred by my home GP for an MRI. I had

an arthroscopy in February 2020 and am now fully healed! Whilst I was unable to
walk, money supplied by the Crane Fund paid for my taxis to and from supervisions. 

In my first year at Cambridge, I was diagnosed by my GP with depression and
anxiety. I was prescribed medication - sertraline - which I've been taking for
almost two years. I also went to weekly CBT sessions at college for almost a

whole academic year - usually the course lasts six weeks, but my advisor was
able to continue with more.

            Dealing with FailureDealing with FailureDealing with Failure

W I T H  T H E  H I G H S  C O M E  T H E  L O W S

How My Own Health Has Changed at University

In sharing my own experiences with Cambridge health resources, I hope
that anyone with similar issues feels comfortable to talk to me about the
options I've had and what other routes might be available. 

1.

2.

Don't push away the negative emotions you might be feeling.
Acknowledge what you're feeling, and try to label it.

Identify any unhealthy coping strategies you might have and put
measures in place to prevent them - for example, ask a friend to
keep your alcohol hidden from you.

3. Change how you think about failure. Failing doesn't mean you'll
never succeed, nor that you're bad. If something went wrong,
why? Mistakes can teach us for the future and they show us that
we're challenging ourselves to do something different.

4.Find a balance of responsibility - if you blame
someone/something else for the failure, you won't learn from it;
but if you put too much responsibility on yourself it can cause
huge pressure. It's a bit of a catch-22, but try to find middle
ground.

5. Create a plan for moving forward, and try new things where
failure is an option. Gradually, failure will become less of a fear
and hopefully more an opening for growth.

source: verywellmind.com
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There is no 'quick fix' for mental wellness, and one person's
holy grail might not work for someone else. With time and
support, we can work on finding the right steps forwards
for us. That being said, sometimes small things can help to
uplift us and help make a bad day better. We're pretty sure
one of the universal mood-lifters has to be animal videos,
so here's a small collection we hope you'll enjoy.

                              Sourcing JoySourcing JoySourcing Joy

C A I T L I N ' S  V A U L T  O F  C A T  V I D E O S

The Dodo
 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCINb0wqPz-A0dV9nARjJlOQ

Zoos Victoria
 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCS9UBqaUtoIXUhX0J1BnxwQ

Wilderness TV
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsmxCQDcT9Tb6WchlS5Of0Q
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https://www.youtube.com/c/mochamilk/featured
MochaMilk

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBc-5flQyH7w88wvitYOmHA
HobbiKats

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCINb0wqPz-A0dV9nARjJlOQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCINb0wqPz-A0dV9nARjJlOQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCS9UBqaUtoIXUhX0J1BnxwQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCS9UBqaUtoIXUhX0J1BnxwQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsmxCQDcT9Tb6WchlS5Of0Q/featured
https://www.youtube.com/c/mochamilk/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBc-5flQyH7w88wvitYOmHA


Top Picks

This video of a ferret showing off her babies.

This video of a deaf cat not realizing how loud it is

This video of the world's smallest cat

This video of an otter spooning a cat 

This video of a rabbit making happy honking noises.

This video of a baby otter rolling around a dock

This video of three kittens in a dog grooming salon

This video of a golden retriever hijacking a man's workout
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LifeWithAussies
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMOLwWw8c8whtf7qgSGcwiw

Smoothiethecat
https://www.youtube.com/c/smoothiethecat/videos

https://www.youtube.com/c/%ED%81%AC%EB%A6%BC%ED%9E
%88%EC%96%B4%EB%A1%9C%EC%A6%88/videos

CreamHeroes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OcCRZkeqFY8&list=FLxZs1dfVuAM5q5twfF_2SaA&index=55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXkhsbXCsbs&list=FLxZs1dfVuAM5q5twfF_2SaA&index=73
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W86cTIoMv2U&list=FLxZs1dfVuAM5q5twfF_2SaA&index=110
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc17epewZsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9d8JViSZ9vY&list=FLxZs1dfVuAM5q5twfF_2SaA&index=29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl6zZEHBHwE&list=FLxZs1dfVuAM5q5twfF_2SaA&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2J_sUalKTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wnu_PLGzx0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMOLwWw8c8whtf7qgSGcwiw/videos
https://www.youtube.com/c/smoothiethecat/videos
https://www.youtube.com/c/%ED%81%AC%EB%A6%BC%ED%9E%88%EC%96%B4%EB%A1%9C%EC%A6%88/videos
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                     Finding InspirationFinding InspirationFinding Inspiration

S T R E N G T H  I N  C O M M U N I T Y

Watching your fellow Downing boaties might be inspiration enough - like when Martha Oakes
eats eight eggs in one day - but if you need more content to hit the spot, try these rowing
vloggers on YouTube. Plus, Cambridge vloggers Magda Weronika and PaigeY have a couple of
rowing vids!

 Cameron Buchan Pat HanrattyHenry Swarbrick Matthew Tarrant

Whether you're a newbie or a veteran, DCBC is a tight-knit
community and we look out for our own. We row because we enjoy
it, and we think it might better us in some way - whether that's in
terms of physical fitness, mental wellness, socialising, or even just
for the boatie breakfasts. Let's keep on fostering that togetherness. 24



Winning races can be a massive adrenaline rush, and are an incredible reward for
months of hard work - think about the joy of Lent Bumps for for W1 (headship!) and W2
(blades!). Success  can be found in so many other places though - for example, 2020 was
enormous triumph for W3. For the first time in DCBC history, we fielded a W3 crew in
Lents.  It wouldn't have been possible if the girls hadn't shown the commitment and
passion that they did, and they have paved the way for the next W3 to give it their all and
get on again. Progress, however big or small, is an indicator of the change you make in
the world - success looks different to everybody.

                              DCBC LegacyDCBC LegacyDCBC Legacy

A  L O O K  A T  R E C E N T  Y E A R S  G O N E  B Y

https://youtu.be/W1r-JFhX8No

https://youtu.be/TrFSUMLRfEc

https://youtu.be/c_Xj0U4IzkY

BANYOLES 2017

WELCOME TO DCBC 2018

DCBC 2019-20

https://youtu.be/9URObDRPj7k

WELCOME TO DCBC 2019

Made by former LBC and social sec, Ruth
Parker,  this video takes a look at bumps,
BCDs, and training camp in Cambridge. It
even has snow!

Banyoles 2019, Leo Judd's farewell
dinner, and blades - made by  last
year's Women's Captain, Becca
Hatton.

Headship - need I say more?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1r-JFhX8No&list=FLxZs1dfVuAM5q5twfF_2SaA&index=78&t=98s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrFSUMLRfEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9URObDRPj7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_Xj0U4IzkY


                           Love Yourself!Love Yourself!Love Yourself!   

A  H Y P E  P L A Y L I S T

Whether it's for a sweaty workout or just for dancing around your room,
a good hype playlist is pretty much a life essential. 'Love Yourself!' is a
Spotify playlist we've compiled of all the best songs to heighten the mood
and get you jiggling - and it's almost 10 hours long! We promise there's
something for everyone, whatever your favourite genre. Find it by
scanning the Spotify code below or searching for caitlinallsop54 on the
app.
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